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On entering the large space taken up by John Wynne’s new
installation, I’m overwhelmed by the sheer physical impact of
low frequencies as they make the windows rattle and the
floor tremble, and by the elusiveness of high frequencies that
flutter around the ears and intermittently create an odd sense
of aural déjà vu. Swarming filaments of sounds turn my
hearing inside out; changing patterns of sharp tones nail me
to the room until I don’t know how long I’ve been listening.
As I move around, I begin to single out a barely there but
lucid shuffling, a slightly familiar yet hard-to-categorize
rhythm. Are these sounds seeping into the room from the
outside, or are they generated by these very frequencies? Are
they vaguely echoing something I’ve just heard, or am I
aware of this intricate sonic tapestry for the first time?

Eight tweeters are scattered around the floor, while two
subwoofers face each other from both ends of the
longitudinal axis of the room. Over the course of a looped 20minute cycle, they emanate high and low frequencies that act
on the acoustic properties of the room, and let sound be
perceived as a physical entity rather than a solely aural one –
on the boundary between what is heard by the ears and what
is perceived as vibration by the body. Technical explanations
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of the acoustic laws employed by Wynne would not be
enough to encompass the effect of the perceptual phenomena
at play: this installation is not about pure frequencies as
such, but about the way they bounce off and through the
walls, ceiling, floor, windows – inextricably tied to the fabric
of this building – and encircle and engross whoever enters
the room.
In his installations Wynne never displays any elements
beyond what is necessary to propagate sounds. Nevertheless,
the sparse arrangement of speakers does not imply this piece
is just functional: it touches instead on something
fundamental. This work appears as the physical projection of
an otherwise concealed, yet primary force that underlies the
activity of listening – not only spatially but also culturally
and temporally. Sound waves propagate and bounce around
this room according to the same laws that make them bounce
and propagate anywhere else in the world, at any time.
Sounds exist in this installation ‘as they are’. Or do they?
Frequencies are perceived here as a hidden yet founding
element of everyday life: like the change of light during the
day, the flow of water, the shifts in the weather. And yet this
is not a demonstration of acoustic laws: it puts each listener
in a heightened relationship with the aural phenomena and
inevitably – like all the forms of sound-making focused on
the environment, on the passing and reverberations of time –
it prompts deep considerations on how we relate to what
moves us and in spite of us; to the shape of what we hear, to
how this shape changes and melts with the everyday, how it
anchors each listener to the here and now of their listening.
Rooted in timeless physical laws, this work nonetheless gains
resonance in the contingent, changing laws of individual
perception.
As I listen to the uncanny high-pitched tones in the room,
other high-pitched tones echo in my mind: those which
radiate across an interview that Robert Ashley did with Alvin
Lucier, for his seminal TV series Music with Roots in the
Aether (1976). At some point Lucier says that instead of
supplying feelings, he makes pieces about natural acoustical
phenomena, embracing feelings that are already there.
Likewise, Wynne does not consider eliciting any specific
emotional responses from the listener and prefers to leave his
works open, not prescriptive. And yet, rather than only
employing tones acting on the resonant frequencies of the
room, Wynne also mixed in newly-synthesised frequencies
reflecting specific sounds from the outside, that he heard
while preparing the piece. ‘The effect is to make the walls of
the space seem acoustically translucent’, he says. The critical
shift in this installation is from apparent mimesis to a subtly
unfolded artifice: permeable and open, prompting hesitation,
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the space created by Wynne does not display the purity of
acoustic phenomena but points to the singular, changing
engagement with sound that occurs at different times for
different listeners. And so does Installation no. 2 for High
and Low Frequencies appear: a complex block of raw
vibrational forces, slowly eroded by a sfumato of elusive
reverberations, on the frayed edge between abstraction and
contingency, between knowledge and experience.
Daniela Cascella
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